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Abstract—Accurately detecting human falls of elderly people at
an early stage is vital for providing early alert and avoid serious
injury. Towards this purpose, multiple triaxial accelerometers
data has been used to uncover falls based on an unsupervised
monitoring procedure. Specifically, this paper introduces a one-
class support vector machine (OCSVM) scheme into human fall
detection. The main motivation behind the use of OCSVM is
that it is a distribution-free learning model and can separate
nonlinear features in an unsupervised way need for labeled
data. The proposed OCSVM scheme was evaluated on fall
detection databases from the University of Rzeszow’s. Three other
promising classification algorithms, Mean shift, Expectation-
Maximization, k-means, were also assessed based on the same
datasets. Their detection performances were compared with those
obtained by the OCSVM algorithm. The results showed that the
OCSVM scheme outperformed the other methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate gesture recognition leads to a better understanding
of human behavior [1], [2]. This paper presents an inno-
vative approach to uncover falls based on multiple triaxial
accelerometers data. This approach uses one class algorithm
for accurate and reliable detection of fall incidents. Essentially,
the One Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) method is
applied to identify features corresponding to fall signals. The
major benefit of using OCSVM is its capacity in separating
nonlinear features. Furthermore, unlike several methods that
are based on training on sequences from both classes namely:
daily activity and fall incidents, OCSVM involves a training
phase using only fall-free data and then reject fall incident
with labeling it as an outlier. The effectiveness of this approach
has been evaluated using the fall detection databases from the
University of Rzeszow’s. Results demonstrated superior fall
detection performances of OCSVM compared to Mean shift,
Expectation-Maximization, k-means algorithms.

It is worth understanding that there is no perfect approach
that in any situation induces the most accurate detections [3],
[4], [5]. All of these formalisms have their advantages and

disadvantages. In the first class of approaches, the proposed
systems have been focused on the processing of data acquired
by living environment sensors [6], [7], [8], [9], such as
pressure sensors, floor vibration sensors, ultrasonic sensor
networks, or acoustic sensors [10]. The main shortcoming of
these solutions is the need to place different sensors within
the environment in which the elder lives. Furthermore, these
approaches based on environmental sensors strongly depend
on devices being placed at mostly fixed locations, which make
detection limited only on areas equipped with sensors. In the
case of acoustic-based sensors, the detection interfered with
sounds or noises in the living environment, which could be
subject to false alarms. A comparable disadvantage is also
encountered in the case of vibration sensors where fall incident
is usually confused with other activities like jumps or heavy
walking.

Otherwise, vision-based fall detection approaches have been
widely used during the last few years where various systems
have been explored, including single charge-coupled device
cameras [11], stereo-pair cameras [12], and multiple cam-
eras [13]. The study in [14] employed the learned features
from video sequences and applied a detection threshold to dis-
tinguish between fall incidents from everyday activities. The
detection threshold has been fixed manually. Nevertheless, this
procedure leads to a high false detection rate, and the threshold
value impacted the final performance. Authors in [15] con-
sidered fall detection in a home care system. Specifically, they
applied the Directed Acyclic Graph SVM approach to detect
falls based on ellipse approximation and horizontal and vertical
projection histograms. In [16], a vision-driven technique has
been introduced for detecting multi-occupancy fall based on
convolutional neural networks. In [17] a vision method based
on a neural network is employed to detect fall situations.
In [8] , authors used k-nearest neighbor (KNN) to recognize
fall events. This simple approach reached a suitable detection



accuracy of about 95% in detecting falls. In [18], a three-step
approach is presented to detect falls using multi-camera fusion.
After specifying the number of considered cameras, every
camera decides individually regarding the fall incident, and a
final decision is taken by combing decisions from every single
camera using an aggregation function. Recently, in [19], au-
thors proposed a vision-driven technique to detect human falls
based on Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks.
They highlighted that this approach could be implemented
using new data with no need for retraining the model. The use
of the surveillance camera seems to be the definitive solution
for the detection of human falls due to the important number of
proposed methods in the literature. However, the camera-based
solution is limited to spaces under video monitoring, which
cannot attain an omnipresent observation and many people
think it affects elderly people’s privacy.

The last class of fall detection systems employs wearable
devices with integrated Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) such as several motion sensors like accelerometers or
gyroscopes in order to identify fall incidents and generate an
alarm [20], [21]. In fact, fall incidents correspond to sudden
changes in sensors’ measurements. Changes in acceleration
during a fall are identified by setting thresholds on sensor
outputs, and magnitudes exceeding the defined thresholds are
then declared as falls [8]. However, the threshold value is fixed
manually and empirically where it is based on repeated tests
which cause a considerable number of false alarms. Inspired by
airbag systems applied for car crashes, Purwar et al. [22] used
a tri-axial accelerometer by calculating trunk’s angle, angle
acceleration, and set their control limits to detect falls. In the
same context, Bourke et al. [23] used a bi-axial gyroscope and
defined three thresholds applied on resultant angular velocity,
resultant angular acceleration, and the resultant change in
trunk-angle. The authors tested this approach on a total data set
of 480 movements, and they obtained very satisfactory results.
In [24], authors have been empirically studied the feasibility
of using smartwatches in wearable fall detection systems.
In [25], a simple Recurrent Neural Networks classifier based
on two Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cells has been
investigated in identifying human falls. The Softmax is used as
the output layer. The SisFall dataset data is used to verify the
performance of this approach, which comprises sequences of
tri-axial accelerometer and gyroscope readings. Results reveal
reasonable classification performance of RNN-based classifier.

In previous works [26], the authors combined accelerometer
and camera-based strategy to develop human fall detection and
human action separation. Several anomaly detection strategies
have been applied to sensor data one can cite: exponentially
weighted moving average (EWMA) [26], and multivariate
exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) control
chart [27]. Past studies on fall accidents of the elders reported
that acceleration sensor-based approaches cannot provide suf-
ficient data, thus can only provide judgment with limited con-
ditions, and cannot provide correct data of falling stances and
impacted parts [28]. In addition, fall incidents do not follow

a specific model, from which it is so hard to apply a given
training on the fall sequences. The objective of this study is to
detect unusual events, especially fall events, between free fall
videos. The main idea behind the choice of OCSVM classifier
is its capacity to use only positive information corresponding
to fall-free sequences (including all usual activities) and then
detect abnormal events, especially fall incidents as outliers. In
other words, OCSVM tries to classify one class of all daily
activities, and should then be trained to reject each fall incident
and label it as an outlier.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II describes accelerometer features and their time evolution.
In Section IV, we briefly describe the OCSVM classification
technique used to distinguish fall incidents from all daily ac-
tivities. In Section V, we present experimental results. Finally,
we offer conclusions in Section VI.

II. FEATURES GENERATION

In this paper, the row accelerometer data have been used
as characteristic coefficients. The three accelerometer values
namely: Ax, Ay , and Az which reflect the acceleration mea-
surements along the x, y, and z axes, respectively.

These accelerometer components are presented in gravity
units (g). The main idea behind the use of accelerometer
components as attributes in fall detection is their sensibility
and their appropriate characterization of fall accidents. One
can note that the pre-fall instant, which is supposed to still
represent daily activities, is generally characterized by some
signs of instability. Furthermore, the impact instant is charac-
terized by a vertical shock when the body hits the ground
corresponding to the formation of the main peaks in the
accelerometer components. In some cases, this main peak can
be followed by a series of attenuated peaks related to other
minor impacts.

In addition to these three gravity components, a total Sum
Vector SVTotal is also calculated and used as another feature.
For each triplet of accelerometer data, the total sum vector is
calculated as follows:

SVTotal is then concatenated with the three accelerometer
components to define the whole feature vector which will be
used as input in the classification phase.

III. OCSVM CLASSIFICATION:

The objective of this classification method is to train the
OCSVM only on positive information, corresponding to the
magnitude of acceleration components from the fall-free data
(including all daily and normal activities) and then detect
abnormal events, especially fall incidents.

The particularity of the 1SVM scheme resides in its training
with only anomaly-free observations to learn nominal behavior



in the investigated process, and no labeling is needed to
construct 1SVM. Crucially, 1SVM is an unsupervised binary
classifier [29]. 1SVM aims to determine a hyper-plan as far as
possible from the origin; mainly, the hyper-plan should be as
close as possible to the normal observation of the training data
points in the original space [30]. Then, it is used to classify
new testing data as comparable or different from the training
data. 1SVM has been widely employed for anomaly detection
in different applications.

Let {x1, x2, . . . , xl}, xi ∈ X ∈ Rd be the training set,
where l ∈ N is the number of observations that belong to
a single class, daily activities in our case. The principal of
OCSVM classifier is to define the boundary of Γ, the mini-
mum volume region enclosing (1 − γ)l observations. Hyper-
parameter γ,∈ [0; 1], controls the fraction of observations that
are allowed to be out of γ (outliers, fall incidents in our case).
Let fX a decision function such that:

Within SVM, the space of possible functions fx(X) is reduced
to a Reproducing Kernel Space, called feature space.

The aim when training OCSVM is to define the separation
hyperplane W = {h ∈ Hs.t.hh,wiH − b = 0}, so that the
margin b

‖w‖H
is maximum, where parameters w and b denote

the solutions of the following minimization problem.

where ξi denote the slack variables taht represent the loss
associated with (non-null ξi define the outliers). The La-
grangian multipliers α associated with this problem fully
determine w and b. The decision function is expressed as:
fx(x) =

∑
i αik(xi, x) − b and {xj/aj 6= 0} represents the

support vectors.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we report on the effectiveness of the pro-
posed OCSVM approach in detecting fall incidents. Toward
this end, we performed experiments on real and publicly avail-
able datasets: URFD [8]. The interdisciplinary Centre provides
this database for Computational Modelling, which includes
seventy (thirty falls + forty activities of daily living (ADL))
sequences corresponding to the camera and accelerometer
data. The data has been measured using PS Move (60Hz)
and x-IMU (256Hz) sensors. The x-IMU device permits to
provide measurements of the acceleration along the x, y, and
z-axes. The accelerometer measures the direction of gravity
and provides an absolute reference for the pitch and roll
components of the estimated orientation. The x-IMU device
has a 12-bit resolution and selectable ranges from ±2 g to ±8
g, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. x-IMU sensor used in accelerometer data measurement.

In the case of the URFD database, accelerometer data
related to each ADL or fall incident contains time in millisec-
onds (since sequence start) and the corresponding accelerom-
eter data, namely: SVtotal, Ax, Az, and Ay, which are all in
gravity units (g). This dataset represents a challenging task due
to diverse activities, including walking, picking up an object
from the ground, changing positions like walking, sitting or
sitting, and getting up. Furthermore, URFD Benchmark is
challenging due to the presence of activities similar to fall
incidents, such as intentional lying, which are considered in
the ground truth as ADL sequences.

A. Description of each example

Here, we present some examples of different daily activities
or fall incidents investigated in this work (Figure 2). The time
evolution of tri-axial acceleration components and SVtotal
corresponding to daily activities like picking up an object from
the floor, sitting down standing up are in Figure 2(a), while
that correspond to fall events are illustrated in Figure 2 (b-c).
Figure 2(a) shows acceleration components in the first scenario
while the monitored person performs different daily activities
(no falls). One can notice that the corresponding accelerometer
magnitudes remain relatively smalls and do not exceed 2.5
g. On the other hand, when a fall occurs, the accelerometer
magnitudes increase significantly, signalizing the occurrence
of a new situation that is importantly distinguishable from the
activities of daily living (Figure 2(b-c)) where accelerometer
magnitudes surpassed the value of 7 g.

As mentioned in section II, the pre-fall instant is usually
characterized by some signs of instability (Figure 2 (b-c)),
while the impact moment is characterized by the main peak
corresponding to the moment when the body hits the ground.
In some situations, the main peak can be followed by a series
of minor peaks (Figure 2(c)).



Fig. 2. Time evolution of acceleration components in case of (a) daily
activities, (b) and (c) fall event situations.

B. Result and interpretation

Table 1 summarizes the detection performance when apply-
ing four machine-learning techniques to the URFD datasets in
terms of the overall accuracy F-measure and area under curve
area (AUC).

TABLE I
EVALUATION OF THE INVESTIGATED FALL DETECTION PROCEDURES.

The results in Table 1 demonstrate that the OCSVM proce-
dure achieves superior detection performance compared to the

Mean shift, Expectation-Maximization, k-means algorithms.
Indeed, OCSVM provides the highest accuracy, which shows
its capacity to distinguish real falls. In other words, the number
of false negatives (FNs) or false falls is reduced, where only
rare like-fall cases were confused as true falls. The reason
that the OCSVM algorithm outperformed the other powerful
classifiers like K-means, Mean shift, and Mean shift, is that
OCSVM has a different strategy in detecting falls, where the
training is applied only on free-fall data or normal activities,
while fall cases are automatically rejected and labeled as
outliers. Unlike the other classifiers, the model is trained
on both classes: normal activities and fall incidents. It is
worth establishing those fall scenarios are generally dissimilar,
making their corresponding data complex to be modeled.

In summary, the OCSVM procedure provides a promising
way to discriminate daily activities from fall events, outper-
forming other competitors. An important feature of OCSVM
is its capability for ensuring a globally optimal solution for
a given training data. Another important feature is OCSVM’s
capability to operate as a kernel-based machine learning algo-
rithm, thus separating nonlinear features without using labeled
data. The overall detection performance of the OCSVM-
based fall detection scheme based on the accelerometer was
satisfying.

V. CONCLUSION

Accurate gesture recognition leads to a better understanding
of human behavior. This paper presented an innovative ap-
proach to uncover falls based on multiple triaxial accelerome-
ters data. This approach uses one class algorithm for accurate
and reliable detection of fall incidents. Essentially, the One
Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) method is applied
to identify features corresponding to fall signals. The major
benefit of using OCSVM is its capacity in separating nonlinear
features. Furthermore, unlike several methods that are based
on training on sequences from both classes namely: daily
activity and fall incidents, OCSVM involves a training phase
using only fall-free data and then reject fall incident with
labeling it as an outlier. The effectiveness of this approach
has been evaluated using the fall detection databases from the
University of Rzeszow’s. Results demonstrated superior fall
detection performances of OCSVM compared to Mean shift,
Expectation-Maximization, k-means algorithms.

To further improve the detection capacity of the proposed
approach, in future work, we plan to use more input data from
smartphones and smartwatches, which are easy to collect and
permit free body movement for the seniors. Essentially, it is
planned to consider more information from data inputs in-
cluding blood pressure and heart rate gathered via smartwatch
or a smartphone in order to improve the efficiency of a fall
detection system
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